CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
STUDENT SUCCESS DISTRICT PROJECT
WEEK OF JUNE 1ST, 2020

A VIEW OF THE PROGRESS ON THE NEW BARTLETT ACADEMIC SUCCESS CENTER!

CONSTRUCTION COMING SOON: CONTINUED SITE HARDSCAPE INSTALLATION, BEAR DOWN GYM RENOVATION START, AND COMPLETION OF BARTLETT ACADEMIC SUCCESS CENTER INTERIOR FINISHES!
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LEVEL ONE CONCRETE FLOOR GRINDING IS STARTED!

BARTLETT ACADEMIC SUCCESS CENTER STOREFRONT IS INSTALLED ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE BUILDING, AND PROVIDES A GREAT VIEW OF BEAR DOWN GYM!

LEVEL TWO RESTROOM FLOOR AND WALL TILE IS INSTALLED!

LEVEL ONE CONCRETE FLOOR GRINDING IS STARTED!
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SOUTHWEST CORNER
A COUPLE VIEWS OF BARTLETT ACADEMIC SUCCESS CENTER EXTERIOR PROGRESS!

NORTH
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WEAVER SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY LEVEL THREE TEMPORARY WALLS ARE REMOVED, HERE’S THE FINAL LOOK!

WEAVER SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY LEVEL TWO NORTH WING IS PAINTED AND PREPARED FOR NEW CARPET!
NORTH OF WEAVER SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY IS BEING PREPARED FOR NEW HARDSCAPE CONCRETE!

A VIEW FROM BETWEEN WEAVER SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY AND BEAR DOWN GYM LOOKING NORTH